WIJO Live on WKCR 89.9FM, NYC
Playlist: September 19th, 2018
Hosted by Roxy Coss & Marta Sanchez
Playlist curated by Marta Sanchez, featuring all WIJO Members

ROXY COSS
“Mr. President” from The Future is Female (Posi-Tone 2018)

MIKI YAMANAKA
“A Fake Hero” from Miki (Cellar Live 2017)

ELLEN ROWE
“Circle of Life” from Courage Music (PKO Records 2017)

LAURA DREYER
“O Outro Lado do Seu Amor” from Vida. Area. Amor. (Mayimba Jazz 2014)

MIGIWA MIYAJIMA
“Colorful” from Colorful (ArtistShare 2017)

TAMUZ NISSIM
“Echo of a Heartbeat” from Echo of a Heartbeat (StreetOfStars 2018)

RACHEL Z HAKIM
“Artemesia” from Room of One’s Own (NYC Records 1996)

KAT GANG
“Sweet Life” from Come Closer (NKR 2018)

JENNY HILL
“Spy vs. Spy” from Groove Garden (Self-produced 2016)

MEG OKURA
“A Summer In Jerusalem” from IMA IMA (self-release 2018)

LILY MAASE
“Elsewhere” from the Suite Unraveling (self-released 2014)
ANGELA MORRIS
“Smells Like Paint” from Paper Birds (Self-released 2015)

LENI STERN
“Colombiano” from "3" (Leni Stern Recordings 2018)

MELISSA GARDINER
“I Hear You” from Transitions (Melissamaymusic 2011)

MONIKA HERZIG
“Ain't No Mountain High Enough” from Sheroes (Wayling City Sound 2018)

SAMI STEVENS
“A Child They Said Was Mine” from And I'm Right (Leetsa Vall Records 2017)

TIPPAN PHASUK
“Emperor of the Sun” from Tribus (GroundUP Music 2018)

LEIGH PILZER
“Strunkin’” from Strunkin’ (self-released 2016)

ROSEMARY MINKLER
“Brooklyn Night” from Prospectus (Self-released 2017)

AYN INSERTO
“Three and Me” from Down A Rabbit Hole (Summit Records 2018)

ANNIE CHEN
“Secret Treetop” from Secret Treetop (Shanghai Audio&Video Ltd.Co 2017)

LAUREN LEE
"Voyager" from The Consciousness Test (self produced 2016)

AMANDA MONACO
“Girly Day” from Glitter (Posi-Tone 2017)